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Group Cell Architecture for Cooperative Communications (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Driven by the increasing demand for capacity and Quality of Service in wireless cellular networks and motivated by the distributed antenna system, the authors proposed a cooperative communication architecture? Group Cell architecture, which was initially brought forward in 2001. Years later, Coordinated Multiple-Point Transmission and...
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Distributed Coordination of Multi-agent Networks: Emergent Problems, Models, and IssuesSpringer, 2010

	Distributed Coordination of Multi-agent Networks introduces problems, models, and issues such as collective periodic motion coordination, collective tracking with a dynamic leader, and containment control with multiple leaders, and explores ideas for their solution. Solving these problems extends the existing application domains of...
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Cybersecurity LawJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	A definitive guide to cybersecurity law


	Expanding on the author’s experience as a cybersecurity lawyer and law professor, Cybersecurity Law is the definitive guide to cybersecurity law, with an in-depth analysis of U.S. and international laws that apply to data security, data breaches, sensitive information...
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Global Marketing: A Market-Responsive ApproachFT Press, 2000

	For 2/3 year students in international/global marketing. and post graduate courses in marketing. Critically, it asks the question whether to internationalise at all and looks at deciding which markets to enter and how to enter them. It covers the design, implementation and coordination of a global marketing programme and addresses the...
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Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks: Algorithms and Protocols for Scalable Coordination and Data CommunicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A mixture of theory, experiments, and simulations that provide qualitative and quantitative insights into the technology


	The important new technology of wireless sensor and actuator networks provides radically new communication and networking paradigms with many new applications. Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks...
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Gandhi's Search for the Perfect Diet: Eating with the World in Mind (Global South Asia)University of Chicago Press, 2019

	Mahatma Gandhi redefined nutrition as a holistic approach to building a more just world. What he chose to eat was intimately tied to his beliefs. His key values of nonviolence, religious tolerance, and rural sustainability developed in coordination with his dietary experiments. His repudiation of sugar, chocolate, and salt expressed his...
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Computational and Data Grids: Principles, Applications and DesignIGI Global, 2011


	After a lot of development efforts, computer science led us undoubtedly to technological revolutions

	which have been characterized by the creation of the Internet that influences the future of this science.

	The next revolutionary step occurred by the necessity of the creation of a new computer network, when

	researchers realized...
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Industrial Power Engineering Handbook (Newnes Power Engineering Series)Newnes, 2001
Never before has so much ground been covered in a single volume reference source. This five-part work is sure to be of great value to students, technicians and practicing engineers as well as equipment designers and manufacturers, and should become their one-stop shop for all information needs in this subject area.

This book will be of...
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Change Management for Semantic Web ServicesSpringer, 2011

	Software automates a wide variety of business processes in modern enterprises. Changes made to software are, in effect, changes made to the business processes themselves that govern and automate the internal and external operations of an organization.Without a proper disciplined approach to change management, enterprises lack a full...
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Semantic Web Technologies and E-Business: Toward the Integrated Virtual Organization and Business Process AutomationIGI Global, 2007
The Semantic Web vision of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is comprised of four primary components: (1) expressing meaning, (2) knowledge representation, (3) ontology, and (4) agents. Expression of meaning is fundamental to the construction of the new “intelligent” Web. The current Web lacks mechanisms for expressing meaning and is...
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Web Services Platform Architecture: SOAP, WSDL, WS-Policy, WS-Addressing, WS-BPEL, WS-Reliable Messaging, and MorePrentice Hall, 2005
The Insider's Guide to Building Breakthrough Services with Today's New Web  Services PlatformUsing today's new Web services platform, you can build services  that are secure, reliable, efficient at handling transactions, and well suited  to your evolving service-oriented architecture. What's more, you can do all that  without compromising the...
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Supply Chain Management Based on SAP Systems: Architecture and Planning Processes (SAP Excellence)Springer, 2009
Supply Chain Management (SCM) is not a buzzword like many others in management and IT - it is here to stay. "Megatrends" such as globalization and increasing specialization result in a complex division of labor at national and international levels. Lean and agile supply chains have become a major anagement target, and the...
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